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North American ContextNorth American Context

• Public call for greater energy efficiency

– Despite decades of demonstrated utility commitment

– Hydro Quebec to deliver 11 TWh by 2015
– Exploring wider range of interventions

• New technologies, Sustainable cities, Codes and standards 

• Evaluations must evolve with programs

– Net-to-Gross inappropriate when long-term market effects anticipated
– Net effects studies are both difficult and imprecise

• Requires specialized expertise to plan and implement

• Markets are complex with confounding/conflicting factors

– Substantive and intended effects cannot simply be ignored

• Intended effects could subtract from your savings



Program OverviewProgram Overview

• Refrigerator Recycling Program

• Program objective
– Remove aged refrigerators and freezers from the market

• Incentive and offering
– Easy scheduling of appointment

– Free removal of refrigeration unit from the home

– Transport unit to central processing plant

– Safe handling of ALL CONTAMINENTS

– Recycle 95% of materials

– $60 customer rebate for qualifying unit

• Ads in local paper with 'air support'
– Messaging controlled by program administrators

» $60 incentive

» Up to 4x more energy efficient

» Better for the environment
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Simplifying Market Effects StudySimplifying Market Effects Study
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Logic Models … are a must!Logic Models … are a must!

There are NO 
MARKET EFFECTS
savings attribution 
without demonstrated
Intent.

The structure of
program activities
matter.

Why is this program
a market transformation
verses a resource
acquisition program?



� 1. Does program theory identify specific market effects to be measured?

� 2. Does program theory provide a causal linkage between program 
activities and the expected outcomes?

� 3. Does program theory establish a pathway for sustained market 
intervention or the reoccurrence of  program impacts beyond the 
program period?

� 4. Is there a high probability that observed market changes resulted 
from program activities?

Can you claim market effects?Can you claim market effects?

- generalized from the 
California Evaluation Framework



Planned SavingsPlanned Savings



Behavioral DashboardBehavioral Dashboard
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Behavioral ChangeBehavioral Change

Targeted Effects Pre-Program Post-Program Commentary

Number of qualifying 
units disposed from the 
home

154k 314k 160k incremental
137.5k planned

Number of qualify 
disposals removed by 
the program

0k 128k 128k incremental
110k planned

Number of qualify 
disposals removed by 
the other actors

45k 57k 12.0k additional
27.5k planned

Number of units 
removed from the grid 
(total)

45k
(29%)

185k
(59%)

140k incremental
137.5k planned
2.5k surplus



Establishing Net SavingsEstablishing Net Savings

• Without market tracking

– Net-to-Gross protocols applied

– 314k disposals - 128k program removals = 186k NP disposals

– 57k (31%) of the 186k non-participant disposals removed naturally

– Therefore, 128k x .69 = 89k units x 948 kWh/unit = 84GWh savings 

• With market tracking

– Net market effects protocols used

– 154k disposals pre to 314k disposals post; ∆160k incremental disposals

– Of the 154k disposals, just 45k removed naturally

– Of the 314k disposals, 128k removed via the program and 57k removed naturally

– Net effect = 128k + (57k - 45k) = 140k incremental removals

– Therefore, 140k x 948 kWh/unit = 133GWh savings

• Net Effects vs Net-to-Gross

– 133 GWh - 84 GWh = 49 GWh

– 1.12¢/kWh verses 29¢/kWh

– The equivalent of $14.2 million worth of program savings



ConclusionsConclusions

�Market effects can lead to relatively inexpensive savings attribution;
although not a replacement for program investment

�Challenging to move from resource acquisition to market transformation
- coaching needed to link savings attribution with program design
- service providers concerned about units, utility concerned with savings
- this is a transformational effort in itself

�Utilities should consider the impact of evaluation approaches on savings
attribution.  The impacts can be substantial as we have seen. HQD had
the foresight to anticipate these effects and will realize a $14 million
savings … If only I were paid by the kWh!


